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Take your rubber stamp art to a whole new level!Think you've explored all the possibilities of rubber

stamping? Think again! Sherrill Kahn shows you how to create dazzling new effects that make your

rubber stamp art more colorful, unique and full of pizzazz.Inside you'll discover 20 creative recipes

that combine sponging, glazing and masking techniques with colorful stamped patterns. Try them

out on the 12 step-by-step projects, including a fabric wall hanging, wooden tray, terra-cotta

flowerpot, paper lantern, journals, boxes and more.You'll also learn how to make decorative beads

out of shrink plastic and air-dry clay, add magical metallic highlights to any project, and stamp with

foam plates, rubber bands and Rollagraphs. The creative possibilities are endless!By using colors

that pop, layering techniques that add depth, and dynamic patterns that catch the eye, you'll make

stamping more fun, more creative and full of wonderful surprises!
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This guides you through many techniques and shows you how to be really creative. Sherrill is a

delightful, creative artist, obviously a long time teacher. Her instructions are easy to follow as well as

inspiring.

I really like this book, have awesome projects and ideas

Amazing book and talented author and her DVD is wonderful!



This book was in very good condition and I'm happy I ordered it because it is full of great instruction

and inspiration..I love the ethnic look and brilliant colors of Sherrill Kahns designs for fabric. You can

take a piece of plain, inexpensive muslin and turn into something spectacular using her

methods..which I plan to do this winter when I am cooped up in my art room

What a treat this book is. I've never ventured into this craft but the allure of Sherrill Kahn artwork

was irresistible. Unlike other craft books I can hardly put this one down. Page after page of fabulous

eye candy, beautiful artwork AND the BONUS ... all the instructions on how to achieve end results

limited only by your imagination (of which I have an abundance so can't wait to get started). The

materials suggestions, brands, choices are all there. And so to are all the kitchen table tips and

tricks on how to create your own stamping boards etc from things like take-away food containers.

Buy one for yourself but if you have a creative friends, regardless of what they currently do to

exercise their talent they will love you for giving them this book. Not even my husband is safe, I'm

looking at his garden overalls and wondering what I could do to brighten them up ... ah I have an

idea, thanks to Sherrill!

I love Sherrill Kahn's guides for creative stamping and mixed media. Every time I pick up one of her

books I find myself inspired. The instructions for creating effects are very clear and beautifully

illustrated. For creative stamping, I think this book should be top of anyone's list. I originally

borrowed this from my library and very soon realized it was a must have for me! That's why I bought

it! Highly recommended!

I love this book! I have had so much fun creating mixed media art because of this book. The book

has so many different products and methods to try. Every time I look at it I see something new to try!

I would like to learn the mixed media techniques, including how to make my own stamps particularly

and how to use them, and this book is very helpful. tnx
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